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HIGH-SPELT OIL ~NGI~ES FOR VEHICLES.

By Ludwig Hausfelder.

PART II.*

Further progress toward the satisfactory solution of the

difficult problem of the distribution and atomization of the

injected fuel was made by extensive experimentation with vari-

ous fuel valves, nozzles and atomizing devices. Valuable in-

formation was also obtained through numerousl experimental re-

searches on the combustion of oils and the manner of introduc-

ing the combustion air into the cylinder, as well as on the

physical processes of atomization, the determination of the

size of the drops, etc. These researches led to the conclusion

that it is possible, even without producing great turbulence

in the combustion chaiiberand at a ‘moderatepump pressure, if

the degree of atomization and the penetrative power of the

fuel jet are adapted to the shape of the combustion chamber

and to the dimensions of the cylinder (“Zeitschrift des Ver-

‘eins deutscher Ingenieure,” 1925, p.12.61). I; order to pre-

vent the fuel jets from striking “against the piston and cylin–
-.,.-..0.,.... ,. .,.
der walls, the Deutz aid “theAugsburg’-engine c“ompantesboth .

employed concave piston heads ‘and so regulated the penetrative

*From “Der Mlotorwagen,“ of September 30, (pp. 649-654) and
December 10, (pp~ 841-850), 1926.
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power of the fuel jets by r.cans of suitably shaped nozzles,

‘--that ‘theoil drops were burned before reaching the piston head

(Fig. 11). In this way very good combustion was obtained at

moderate compression pressures, although accompanied, at the

piston dead center, by a pressure increase approaching explo-

sion and by correspondingly high working stresses.

The Krupp Diesel engine (Fig. 12) works at approximately

constant combustion Vressure. In contrast with the above-

mentioned engines, the co~ibustion space is relatively flat”in

.,

this engine. Not only is there no attempt to prevent the jet

from striking the walls, but it is made to,do so by elevating

the middle of the piston head so that the angle of incidence

of the fuel “jets, which at first are nearly tangential to the

surface, gradually increases during the injection. The Krupp

Company based this method on the assumption that the conical

fuel jet is dispersed by striking the piston head and is thus

“distributed throughout the combustion chamber in the form of

a fine mist. It is hard to say whether this assumption is cor-

rect. Fuel drops with a diameter of 20-30 V already have

such a surface tension that any further atomization would hardly

be effected by the neaxly tangential contact. It is more rea-
,.

.,=s~nable to assume that the central portion of the piston head.. .. ,,. .,,
remains very hot and therefore vaporizes, through the effect

of heat alone, the fuel drops which strike it at a lower veloc-

ity. The efficiency of this type of engine is largely due to
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giving the combustion air a circular motion, as already proposed

by Hesselman (N.A.C.A. Technical ]Je~~orandumNo. 312). This

circular motion of the air around the cylinder axis is produced

by a directing surface at the intake valve. The circular mo-

tion produced by the intake ~.troke continues to the end of the

compression stroke a-rideven during’ combustion, as demonstrated

by experiments (lfV.DOI.,il1925, p.673). It is worth noting in

this connection that the efficiency of the combustion bears a

quite definite relation to the velocity of the circulating air,

as demonstrated by Hintz in his lecture at the 1925 annual

meeting of the Association of German Engineers in Augsburg.

As regards stationary engines, the mechanical and ignition-

chamber injection methods have proved equally successful.

If the former method is more efficient with respect to economy

of fuel and varying load, the ignition-charlber engine is less
.

●

sensitive and easier to tend, on account of its lower pump

pressure and lower maximum combustion pressure.

We i~st now consider as to which of the two systems is

better adapted for high-speed vehicle engines. In this connec-

tiOll I wish to eliminate the annular-?~hirl Methodoas unsuitable

(at least as it has hitherto been used in so-called “displacer

engines”), due to the low pressure and coarse atomization, andL?.--v.. ,. ... . . ,
because the desired change in the ignition timing “is’not possi-

ble under the variable operating conditions of vehicle engines.

On the other hand, a combination of the annular-whirl method
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1 and the mechanical–ii:jaction method can.be advantageously us&i,I~’I.!’
If&

[“
as.,,l~il.1be more. fully explained farther on.

“L.k
‘; As for the ignition–chamher method, this has, first of all,
$
;~ the exceptional advantage of enabling uniform funct ioriingand
‘( .
.7#
\i .4

4

smooth transition from compression to ignition and expansion.[F:
t.$,L,3 The low maximum pressures render it possible to nake the~};,
~!
~9
r;; driving parts relatively light. Moreover, the ignition-chamber

I

~
method enables lower pump pressures and correspondingly larger,,

#)
~
~fi, nozzle openings, a circumstance which is very valuable for the

tq reliability”of an engine,
f!

on account of the impurities in the

* fuel, which are unavoidable even with the best filtering. On.i

~ the other hand, it is more dif$icult to regulate, due in part
ii to the fact that the walls of the ignition chamber tend to be-$

~, come coated with “oil carbon,
:{

which absorbs a portion of the
,,,,,‘$! fuel and causes after–combustion.

!

The endeavor to ditiinish
!,J,1

[.

the heat–conducting walls of the combustion chamber as much as
,1

:’i

$]

practicable leads to making the ignition chamber as small as

1, possible. This is accompanied by the disadvantage, however;
J
+~ that it can be but poorly cleaned out and still contains com-

,,,

I., bustion residues after the charging of the cylinder with air
.

~ whose small residue of oxygen is often insufficient to insure
h
\ ignition. This applies, however, only to engines in whic~. the
>.. .-..—=.. . .
~ fuel, coarselyato.lizedin th~i~’ition chamber, is injected
i .

1
;,

through narrow channels into tilecombtistion c’hamberby the

~
/’

,,,,,, , ,, ,,, , ,,----- ., ..,, ,
f

~

i

,,’
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1
partial combustion with considerable excess pressure. Recently

‘i’
ir};, a modification has been introduced in the Diesel engines of
1;> ,.,,.,. . .-, .

r
~r~>De La’Ver@e”” Efigine Compailyand of the Falk Corporation by ma,k-
E

I
)

i-rigrelatively larger passages between the ignition chamberI.\’
: (
\ and combustion chamber,j, so that there is no great prpssure dif-
p

ference between the two. These engines,
]’

which in general em-

:) ploy the Price method of fuel injection (Fig. 13), are charac-
~,

1
terized by the fact that the combustion space> which is connect-

:\,
‘!:,

1
ed with the working cylinder by a wide round or rectangular

;)~
[
y~~~

I neck,1* is divided into two chambers, each with a fuel nozzle,

1

,1
~~ whose axes are inclined to t’necylinder axis (llV.DOI.,lf1925,
~!

~
P.1084). The shape of these chambers (conical or rectangular)

.
~ “is adapted to the shape of ‘the fuel jet (conical or fan–shaped).

~ ThecIaim that asupplementary atomization isproduced bythe
?1!*T

1
impact of the two fuel jets can hardly be maintained, in viewix

]’

I

of the great stability of very small drops. The success of,,
t
J ‘these engines is due rather to the good adaptation of the fuel

!

jet to the combustion chamber, as well as to the air turbulence
~,
;! caused by this manner o,fcons~ruction. Of course the enlarg–

I

j, ,,
ii

!i irlgof the connecting passage or neck -necessitates a finer atom–

l,, ization in’the ignition chamber. I-nstead.of projecting unburned
~

i
oil drops into the combustion chamber to ‘oeburned there, by

!‘1 ,far,:theg.r.eat.er.portionof’’theitije’cted’iuel”-isalready burned

f ‘“
in the ignition chamber. The air entering the combustion chain- .

/
/8 .$
j

1
her, under violent agitation produced by the constriction, Proi:

.,‘##4”t-+;Z.

“gi

..,-

{ ;,{; :$2

d
,. ~-,.,,..

——— --.-.—
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duces a ,rapid and complete vaporization of the fuel drops, as

well as a rapid..propagation of the ignition waves and the in-

troduction of -newportions of air into the combustion zone.

The good experimental results, which were recently obtained

(according to an American communication, the Banner engine of

the Falk Corporation attained a mean pressure of 156 lb./sq.in.),

have sufficiently demonstrated that the motion of the air which”

propagates the combustion in the combustion chamber is, under

certain conditions, More important than to have very compact

combustion cha~bers with small wall areas in contact with the

flames. As an analogous case, references here made to the.

experiments of Riccardo (The Internal Combustion Engine, Vol.

II, p.88 ff.), who demonstrated that, even with explosion en-

gines having laterally located valves, i.e., with relatively

large heat-conducting wall areas, it is entirely possible to

obtain excellent combustion conditions by the favorable utiliz-

ation of the whirl”ingmotion of the gaseous mixture.

Although it is possible to build engines suitable for ve–

hicles on the ignition-chamber principle, I nevertheless be-

lieve that in fu~re the mechanical-injection method will be

preferred. As contrasted with the ignition–cham~,r method,

there is here only a single atomization and combustion process,
5., ..> ...

whereby the relations are clearer and easier to control. Here-

by, the sameas in the stationary.hollow–piston engines of

Deutz and the M.A.N., the fuel jet is given such a direction
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I
~wndpenetrative for~ej that it ‘DIJr~~ ,,?,rithou~iti.pingingon the

$
piston or cylinder walls. Any contact with the Metal walls,

[: r.

/

.especial.lywhen they are coated with lubricating oil, is to be
)

~~ avoided, not only o-napcount of the direct heat transmission.j

!i:,
/

but also on account of the catalytic act ion of the wall nater–1(’
,,!
(i

Ii
i53.,w’hichaccelerates the pyroger.ic decomposition of the fuel.

The same is true, in a still greater degree, of the conta,ct

with the oil carbon deposited on the piston head, sin,cethis

absorbs the fuel,.causes misfires and after-burni’ngj and great-

ly damps the control. The ~ocl.ern vehicle en~ine seems to be

develop ing within the limit representW by these fiducial lines.

‘i’hefact that the nro’olem has not yet ‘heen fully solved, is

due to the extraordinary difficulties arising when one tries to

reach the goal. simply by ‘making SIight ch.a-ngesin the div,en-

sion-sof statioilaryengines . The succesRful development of the

high- sjgeedengine must be “eased ratl~eron a thorough investi-

gation of the whole process, whose inclividual phases must fully

conform to t-he changed conditions.

For ,theobtenti.on of high revolution speeds, i.e., high.

II
,!

piston and combustion speeds, two conditions are requisite“i
!!

I
\ namely, quick ignition of t~qeinjected fuel and rapid com’&Js-
!!

tion. AS regards the ignition, we know that the fuel drops‘\
~
p,

L injected into the cy.li-nd.e.rreceive heat’‘by”conducti~n frow.the
‘1 ““ho; :O,;;:e;:”:;”-;lrf -1. ,. . The erocess is very similar to the ccmb~~s- ,’
(,

,,,

tion process in the coal–dust fv.rnace investigated by Nusselt .,,z<~
1
,
k

,-

[

i [i!;

t



According to Rielm (“V.D.I.,ti 1924, p.644), the ~imultaneou~~Y

occurring heat absorption ~~ radiation can be disregarded,

since the gas and wall temperatures are relatively low fro~fi..

the beginning of the combustion. The heat absorbed by conduc-

tion is

4r~)i(tL-t) “(l) ‘
i‘nwhich

r =

k=

ta =

c=

Y=

z=

radius of drop (m),

coefficient of ‘heatconductivity of air

(kcal m- L h–l ‘C–l),

compression temperature of the working air (‘C),

temperature of fuel drop (‘C), ‘

initial tempera-ture of fuel drop (°C),

specific heat of.liquid (kcal kg–l ‘0–1),

density of liquid (kg m-3),

ignition time of drop after jet leaves nozzle (h).

The absorbed heat raises the temperature of the fuel drops

so that

or .

rk!~y
dz=3k

dt

‘“L– t

(la)

(lb)

.-., . .,* ,,. . .... ._, - ,,.. ... .. ...
For the limiting condition

,,%..
t=ta

,.,,
for ‘i= O “’the‘ifite–

grat i,o-n of this eauation,,gives

IIIIm- ■ llmll II ■ III .,, ,, . . ,.., -..-—- .-.
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Tzcy t~–t
z= - h-l

,3.A “ t~ – *a.,.,.

FrorL this equation the time z, required to reach a temperat-

ure t of the fuel drop, can be computed.

The question as to w-rettemperature is neces sa”ryfor start-

ing the ignition, cannct be answered ~~’ithcertainty, so long as

we @o not know whether a.substantial portion of the fuel is

changed into the form of vapor or @s shortly before the igni-

tion of the drop, or whether the drop burns in the liquid form.

Oginio.ns differ on this point and no complete answer can be ex-

pected very soon, owing to the difficulty of investigating the

phen~i-1ena experimental y. Probably no considerable amount of .

gas or vapor is formed before ignition occurs, because the

available time ‘(about O.004 sec. in high.-speed engines) is too

short and t’hetemperature at the instant of ignition is too

low. @n the other hand, an envelope of vapor and air will be

formed on the suzfa,ceof the drop by the partial vaporization

of the more volatile components of the fuel. This envelope

has the lowest POSS ible ignition temperature and consequent y

ignites, first, producing a sudden increase in tempera.ture of

the whole drop which then burns in the 1iquid form. Since, in

tli’is‘WWey ‘slmost all the heat..impartcd.,.tothe drop is liquid

heat; the ign-ition point of the liquid itself can b e unhesitat-

iv.glyout for t in equation (2). Even if this assumption
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were inco~rect and a considerable portion of the drop evapor-

ated previously, the correctness of the numerical values calcu-,—

Zated from the equation WOUICIbe but slightly affected. Re–

gardless of vhether the heat ‘imparted to the fuel drop is chief-

I.yliquid heat or partially va.porization heat, the above for–

mula shows the great effect of the compression temperature on

the ignition instant. The atta,inxent of a high air tempera-

ture ,is therefore an important means for shortening the igni-

t ion delay. The size of the,@.rop is still more impo~tant,

‘Do?;rever, its effect on the ignition speed being to increase z

according to the square of t-hedrop radius. The combined ef-

fect of both factors is shovrnin Table 1, which ~ives the ig-

nition del?ys for drops of various sizes at different” air and

ignition teimeratures, on the assumption that there is no

previous vapor formation.

... .,., .,.
.1

.,, ,
., ,.
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Table I.

I~ition delay in.- 10-1.

.,

seconds X

0.’45kca.1”kg– 1.9C- 1,

900 kg n- 3,

.,,,,
“c &

o&-1
.(3.0405; 0.0425;’ 0.0448 h-=

550°; 600°C .at t

Ignition
tempera.ture

Air 1Size of ti~o~ in u = 0.001 Xl:
temperature I 50 u ~ 25UI 10U

~fJ(-J ! 141 I35.3 , 5.65
~50 \ 119 29.7 4.75
500 i 102 25.5 4.08

2oG0

500 262.5 65.6 10.5
550 I 215 53.5 8.6
600 ~ 179 45.0 7.15

1

3000

combustion of the just’as importa,~~t

Accordin3 to th’e?.fenzellaw, the xapidityas quick igniticn.

of the combustion,

tion in dispersion

react ing surface.

~-i~e ~~~ speed of ~+nyother che~lical ~eac-

system s.,is”proportional, to the area of the

The best way to accelerate the combustion

is therefore the obtention of the greatest possible reaction

surface of the total injected fuel, i.e., the formation of the

la-r.qcs.tpo.ssib3.c nu~ber of fuel.drops of the snallest pos~iblc. ..- ,,,. .-.... .

Cliarfietcr.The direction to follow is plainly indicated since,

.~it~ldecreasing size, the voluxle of every fuel drop decreases
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IIIj on,dpower.

1

{ Aside frov the chemical process, the ra?idity of the com-
~1,:

bustion also depends on the physical processes and the diffu-,~
/{,

/

sion of the oxygen. Around every drop an envelope is.first
:1
J
~ forf,ledout of the com’oustionproducts H20 and C02,
i

through
%

~;
which the fresh z?..ir mUSt IOass. A rabid diffusion is favored,.

~“ by a miilimun size of the drops, as well as by a violent rela–

!
Jt

tive motion of the fuel and air. This last requirement brings
&

1~: us directly to snot’her important condition, namely, the most

I/,): uniform posflible diffusion of the fuel in the combustion air.
l!
~ :
‘: Though the forfi]ation of a homogeneous nixture of air and

.1, the vapors “ofthe easily ignitible fuels offers no gre?t di~fi-
,,
i’
i
!1 culty in explosion en~ines , a like condition is not easily ef–

~ f,ected in Diesel engines. W-nat effect, holfl~ever,the finest

1

‘.

),
j~” possible diffusion of t’hefuel in the combustion air has on

the whole combustion process has been shown by Haberls experi-

ments (‘tZeitsthrift fflrangewandte Chemie, 111923, p.661), which

2.ed to the imnortant ‘conclusion that, in the combustion of oil

vaoor$ ‘:~iththeoretically sufficient air, much CO is always

formed i.nste’d of “Coz . The reason for this is to be sought in

the fact that liquid sprays, especially ‘whenthe size of the.

‘“su’>p&.<,@drops varies ~reatly, are much less uniformly dis-

trihutcd than a nixture of y.ses and vapors. Their ignition,

~s like’?ise the propagation of the combustion, is therefore

., ,--— —
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/‘\1, slower and requires a greater excess,of air. All efforts to
!;’ ..,

obta~ n-rapidcom”mstionwitb. only-a sr~allexcess of air or,
~~

[
‘{ in other vrords,high revolution speeds with small Cylinder di–

:4
mensions, nust therefore culm.ina,tein the effort to produce,;,/

)#

r,j?q+I the most homogeneous, possible mixture of very finely atomized
;*!
.’,;/
it fuel and air and to burn it very quickly.

There have been only a few theoretical investigations of

the nature of the atomization of a fuel jet injected at a high

~relocity, and we are dependent an the work of ‘hydrodyna,iiicen-

gineers who have experimentally investiga~ed. the outflow and

turbulence problem with water (tlZeitschrift f;r angewandte

Mathe,latik und Mechanik.,l’1921, p.436). Kuehn investigated
“q

I
‘:,./, the n~.tUreof atomization in his article JIAtomizationof L~quid
5
;.
I FuelslI (N.A.C..4.Technical Memoranduln No. 331) , but his atten-
:)
!i tion was devoted more to the determination of the size of the
1?

.~~ fuel drops than to the real.atomization problem. ‘Jery recently
~:

Triebnigg has attempted to solve the problem of atbmiza.-tion

fJ~

1
and determine the p&JTsical foundations of the injection process

i ,
1, on the basis of the capillary tbeor;~(’fPerEinblase– und
li
!Ji

[

EinspritzvorFang hei Dieselmaschinen, l!Vienna, 1926).‘1

1[ We know tha,t,up to a certain critical velocity, the flow

I~, of liquid-s through small tubes is lav-imrj with an approximate-
‘> ‘.,-.-=---- -,..:-,..,-....,+-..
\ ly parabolic velocity curve over the whole c“rosssection. The
‘1

~ upper limit for the Iarni-narflow is given by the i?eyr.oldsfor-,
j
f l’mlla

.=~ c (3),j, d
\
i .

If . .
.-mm.—, .,,,, ., ,, r, ,...,, ,,.., ., ., ,,., ,,.. ,., —..,..-.,,.,,,, , . .. . . . . .. —. ——.-. —.....
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wherein R repr~sefitsa cofistant”which is dependent on the tnb-

,.. ular friction; l?, the kinetic viscosity, of the liquid; and.

d, the dihmeter of the tube. Above this critical velocity,

of about 35 m (115 ft.) per second for fuel ; oils and, CUs.–

tomary tubular cross sections, there begins, througi~viscosity,

an increase of velocity in a vertical peripheral layer, which,

on leaving the nozzle, causes the eii~iination of the capillary

forces of the jet corrpo]-.ents.The atomization of the jet is

greatly affected by the shape of the ~lozzleopening, whose

peripheral action decidedly affects the splitting up of the

jet. As a means for obtaining very fine atomization, it is

now soug’htalmost exclusively to increase the peripheral action

of the nozzle for given cross–sectional areas by means of the
$

greatest possible extension of the periphery of the nozzle op–

ening and very narrow spraying slots. The question as to

whether any further atomization is effected by the friction

of the jet (as it leaves the nozzle at a high velocity) against

the surrounding compressed air, can be answered negatively (at

least for high outflow velocities and small drops) according to

recent researches. Lenhan&s experiments on the deformation

of water droms at high velocity showed.that only drops with

diameters of more than 0.5 mm (0,02 in.) were so far deformed
%..,.............. . .,,, ,,, ,.,,,,,,
by friction with the air as to split in two. Smaller drops

could not be deformed on account of their greater surface ten-

sion. The possibility of further disintegration of finely
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atomized oil drops is all the less probable, since their sur-

face tension is about six times as great as that of the water,:.,, . ,, . . .,

drops tested by Lenhardt. ~~ven tlhecompression ratio of t’he

air has no effect on the atomization, since the viscosity con-

&tant of the air, which is y = 0.000172 according to Len-

ha~dt, depends only on the temperature and not on the pressure.

The atomization can be affected by the compression only in so

far as (through the temperature increase caused by the compres-

sion) the size of the drops is increased by the absorption of

‘neat or by the formation of vapor envelopes. It will express

itself in a change, in its resistance and a corresponding devi–

ation from the computed.distance of travel. The reaction of

the air on the structure of the whole jet can not, however, be

entirely disregarded on this account, since if favors the sep-

aration of the closely collected fuel drops q,sthey leave the

nozzle amd the splitting up of the jet into many smaller jets.

If the jet leaves the nozzle in the form of a conical spray

(as is, for example, the case with single–hole nozzles), drops

are thrown off both internally and externally, especially at

the beginning of the spray cone. Atomization pictures ther+

fore almost al~;raysshow S.scattering of very small drops near

the ‘axis of the coqe, as likewise on the periphery.
,_.._..-. ,..
The size of the fuel drofis”is a function of the pressure

to which it is almost directly proportional. With increasing

pump pressure, the uniformity of, the individual fuel drops in–

.
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creases with res~ect to size. If we start dith the assumption

that, under o.t’hexvise.Iike,,cgndi.tions$the excellence of com-

bustion is a funotion ofthc atomization and that, on the other

hand, the 1~-tter is iflprovedby increasing the pump ‘pressurey

it is very natural to test the fuel co~is~~ptiob.of an er.ginein

terms of the injection ~resmre. Such experiments were per-

.formed by Heidelberg (%DOI”,’l 1924, p.lf)47),with the result

that the fuel consumption was, @ fact, nearly inversely pro-

portional to the increase in the injection pressure, but that,

above a certain point, the fuel consumption wasnot affected

by a further increase

offers no explanation

greatly in extent for

in this pressure (Fig. 14). Heidelberg

for this “constancy range,l~which differs

the several nozzles tested. Bl+chnerpro–

posed a hypothesis, which., if logically thought out, leads to

very interesting ~esul-ts.* He proceeds from the well-known

phenomenon, wb.ichhas been co~roborated by experimental inves-

tigations on,tfiebehavior of air near moving projectiles, that

the coefficient of resistance ~ increases rapidly in the

vicinity of tb.evelocity of sound, only to fall suddenly afte~

exceeding this velocity. Since he further ~ss~ied that the

friction of the air also exerts an immediate influence “on the

ator,izatior.,he concludes that this can take place best ‘~rhen
....... ..,.=% .... .
the exit velocity of th”e fu~l jet is”the’Sarne”’a,sthe velocity

*’t3eitrav zu den ~rundlagen de~ schnellaufender. Halhdieselmo-
toren.,” Flalle, 1925. For translation, see N=A=C.A, TecImical
Memorandums Nos. 356-358.
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Since the finest possible atomization i~ an. important,

,. th-;ugb.not ,ess~n~ial, ccnditioil fo,rrapid,’and complete combus-

t ion, especial attention has always b e,engiven to determining

the size Of the drops. Attembts to determine the size of the

drops directly by measuring the dynamic pressure exerted by

then on a flat plate placed at diffe~ent distances from the

nozzle were made by ~ielmn,under conditions claimed to approxi-

mate very closely tk.econditio-ns obtaining in the compression

chamber of an engine. In Riehmf s experimental apparatus, how-

ever,. the accuracy of the result was considerably impaired by

the fact that the surrounding air was set in motion by the re–

sis-tance of the fuel drops. There mere accordingly developed,

in the ex~erirflentalcylinder, air flows and pressur”e differences

which were also registered on the impact plate. Moreover, the

air resistance of the drops varied in a hardly determinable

ma.nne~, as soon as the relative v.otionagainst the air acceler-

ated in the direction of tilejet appeared, inst””eadof the abso-

lute motion against the still air.

Extensive researches on the direct determination ,of the

size of the fuel arops were made by Kuehn “(N.AoCSA+ ~.e~hnical

Memorandum No. 331). His measurements were made by allowing

the fuel jet to fall for a very short time on a sooted glass~. ,,..-+-- -..-...’..
plate by passing through.a shutte”~heid.di,reetl~””tiel-owthe

mouth of a,spray nozzle. The number of the clea~ly visible

drops on the plate was found by countin~ and their weight was

.,.,,,., ,,, --- -.. ....,, ,..,, .. . .. ...—-—
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found by meighing. This method is very clifficult to apply

practically (as in testing any given nozzle) , since it necessi-

tates comp~icated apparatus for catching the drops. The weigh–

ing is especially difficult, because the various conditions,

such as the humidity of the air, temperature, etc., must be de-

termined and the weight correspondingly corrected. Moreover,

the size of the drops thus determined is only the mean size

a,ndfurnishes no basis for the determination of the number and

size of the smallest and largest drops and.their distribution

in the jet picture.

Another method, developed in the laboratory of the ‘lGesell-

scbaft f~r Kohlentechnik, flat Essen, for determining the size

of the drops, has been suggested by H&user and Strobel (llZeit-

schrift f[r technische Physilk,tt1924, p.154) . Hereby the fuel

jet iimnediatelyafter leaving the nozzle, is caught on a glass

plate covered with glycerine. The fuel drops remain longer in

suspension in this liquid and can be observed and measured

with a,microscope. Since the drops sink slowly to the bottom

and there run together, the accuracy of the observation is lim–

ited. 170repo??thas yet been made of comprehensive measure-

ments by this method.

Much more reliable than the above methods is the one of
.-

lW&ltjen, who, ““
,,

in his dissertation” ffon’””the’~-ineneSS of the

Fuel Atomization in Gil Engines” (“Ueber die Feinheit der Brenn-

‘1Technical Hochschule, Darm-stoffzerst&bung in Oelmasc’ninen,

stadt, 1925), proposed an exceptionally practical method for



determining the sizes of the drops. l;,r~ltje-natomized the fuels

under conditions as similar as possible to those prevailing in

the en~ine and pho to.~raphed the drops thus obtained.. Starting

with the method employed in the chemistry.of colloids, the fuel

was injected into a receiving liquid in mb.i.chit remained url-

changed fo~ a long time. The dispersing ‘iiquidwas a mixtu~e

of 70% distilled water and 30% ‘fQueol .D,1’a.tanning extract of

the Colonial Dyestuff Company, Ka.rlsruhe. In order to approxi–

mat e as closely as possible the cor.d.it.ionsobtaining in the en-

gine, the fuel was injected into a steel “bomb,‘fwhich was

partially filled with the dispersin~ liquid and whose air space

was kept, by means of compressed air, under the pressure -~re-

vail ing in the engine. Since the oil injected into the bomb

first’passed. through the compressed air before entering the

dispersing liquid, certaii~effects of tke friction of the

on the size of the drops could b’eo“oserved. The emul.sion

the oil and r%ceivin: liquid could then be examined uilder

microscope. with sufficient accuracy, whereby not only the

of -theindividual drops could be d.etermined, but dlso the

air
i

of

the

size

pro-

~ort i.onate imrnbers of the drops of different sizes. P1.?.tesI

and II she-wmicrophotograph of atomizat ion experiments, a–d

being photos of atomizations produced by air injection and f–k

b.yairless injection. The pictures ~lainly show the effect of. ... ..,-,,.... . . !.,.-.,increasing the injection pressure on the size and “uniformity

of the drops. For comparison with the artificial emulsions

I I lm~mmlmllm— ■ I 1 ,1,.1,, .,,,mmm,m ,,,,,,..,..... . .. -. —-— --..—-—
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obtained by oil injection, Plate Ie SLOWS e.natural emulsion,

r>. . namely, cow milk~ whose,,suspemled fat globules ‘haveabout the
.

same size as the finest oii drops ob’~aine,-oleby atomizatio-n.

Since the combustion process in an en~ine and consequently

its whole structure are decidedl-y a,ffectid by the choice of a

certain size of drops, a critical discussion of the atomi.zat~on

pictures is of interest. The lazge drops, which are numerous

at low pressures, decrease in number with increasing pressure;

the number of medium-sized drops increases; the number of the

small drops increases still.~ore; and the atomization becomes

more uniform. A comparison of Tables 11 and III shows the dif-

ferent injection ,nressures requixed in air-inj ection and-airless--

injection engines fo~ Prcducing the same medium-sized drops.

Table II.

Size of drops with air injection.

Plate 1.

Fig.

a
b
c
d

Injection
pressure pz
in atm.

75
65
50
40

.—— .—-.

Outflow
I

Drop
velocity m 1 diameter dm
in v,~sec I in O.001 mm

4.~7
13.75
17050
25.00

m.. ,,
,. ,-.
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Table 111.

Size of drops with airless injection.

300
250
200
150
loo
50

outflow “
velocity w
in mjsec.

256
235
210
183
.149
112

22

brop
diameter dm
in O.001.mm

4:37
13.75
20.00
26.25
33.75
40.00

It is remarkable that, according to Wbl.-tjenls experiments,

the finest atomization (Plate Is), which produced drops Of

4.37 v diameter at an injection pressure of 75 atm. , did not

have the anticipated favorable effect in the engine, which

showed a tendency to detonate, with the emission

exhaust gases. We are therefore led to conclude

of the considerable energy of the injection air,

atOl~ize~Lfuel is not carried fa,r enough into the

chamber, but remains immediately in front of.the

of dark-colored

that, in spite

the finely

combustion

nozzle, in

part causing.”preignitions and. in part passing out unburned with

the exhaust Kases. If the combustion of such small drops meets

. mrithdifficulties iPAair in~ection., still greate~ difficulties

may naturally be anticipated in’airless injection. It is cer-

tain (as will subsequen’~lybe more fully explained) that the
,!...

distribution of’’veiyfinely atomized -fuel throughout the whole
.,..

combustion space is possible only wit-hthe aid of special aux–

iliary devices. One method consists in effecting the atomiza-
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tion th~ough a suite.blenozzle and pressure in such a way as to

yield 5 greater number of coa~se drops in proportion to the... .

number of fine dro~ps. The latter wil], tken serve as tinder for

startin,g the combustion, while the foriger,due to tlneirgreater

momentum, will penetrate the compression space and propagate

the combustion. There will be something more to be said later

on the value of this method and its suita”~ility for high-speed

vehicle engines.

To return to the fau]-ty cor.bustion in the normal Diesel

engine at an air-inj ection pressure of 75 ati~ospheres, it

should be remarked that it is ilotnecessary to conclude there-

from that drops of the chosen order of i-nagnitudeshould “oeun–

conditionally avoided. The experiment simply shows that the

engine was not structu.~ally suited for working at such an in–

jection nressure. I m confident that, thTOU@l’CarefUl ada.pta–

tion of the size and shape of the combustion c-ne.mber,on the

one hand, and the suitable guidance of tunefuel jets and air,

on the other hand, even very fin-elyatomized fuel can be com-

pletely burned.

Just as there is a lower limit to the size of th-edrops,

there is also an upper limit . The experiment’at an injection

pressure of about 40 atm. , corresponding to a w,eandrop d.iame-

li5F”“of‘-“-””25‘p (Plate ““I‘d) showed that a full loeding of the en–

gine was impossible at this low injection pressure. A minimum

working pressure of 47 atm. was found to be necessary, at l.-~hi~h
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the en~ine worked, however, with a high fuel co-nsumptionand

very smoky exhaust. This was due to the co,arseatomization, ,
.,..,..,,,....,,
because the larger drops did not have time to ignite and burn.

The fact tlnatthe experiments described were performed

with an air-injection engine, does not affect their importance.

It must”be assu-med~at similar experiments with airless-

.injection engines would give similar results, since they lie

“ within the theoretical limits. The incompleteness of the com–,

bustion of very large drops is to be expected on account of the.

ignition delay undergone by drops of this order of magnitude.

Table I shows that, even in normal low-speed Diesel engines

with a combustion time of 0.01–0.02 second, drops of 50 V or

more diameter do not have sufficient time for complete combus–

tj j-on, but leave the engine unburned with the exhaust gases.

Formula (2) gives information on.the limiting value for .

the size of the ?L??ops which will be i=wited within a given

time, ,JJ’nenit is solved acco~d,ing to the radius of the liquid
. ...

drop. We then have

/

3A t~ - ta .-
‘max ‘ - in

k CT* ‘L–t
(5)

For a vehicle engine with.a revolution speed of n = 1200,

let us make the assumption that the ignition delay must not ex–

.ce”edthe duration of the injectio~n.process. We,,then,ha.ve,for

the filw of t!ie !.aIIgICJ/

Memorial Aeronautical
Laboratory
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availa’ole for ignition and

> .. .. .

‘m’ax= 8-.5 V, dmax = 17V”
,

according to equation (5).

That such a.size of drop represents only an extreme l.imit,

to be avoided if possible, follows from the consideration that

the ignition period of the oil drops last injected would extend

over another 30°. Poor combustion with a high,final expansion

temperature would be the result of this doubtless excessively

coarse atomization. It is therefore necessary to restrict the

ignition delay at the outset to the smallest possible magnitude,

estimated at about 0.0004- sec., corres~onding to a crank angle

of 30, and from this to determine the diameter of the drops.

In the above example, we then obtain a mean drop diameter of

d = 5.6 V. Hence this order of magnitude must be maintained

for the diameter of the fuel drops of a high-speed engine. The

number of drops of the above-computed limiting magnitude must

be kept as small as possible.

w~ltjenls method affords the Possibility of de’te~ining,

in a relatively simple manner, the atomization attainable “with

a given nozzle and a predetermined pump pressure. We can ob-

tain drops of any desired magnitude by changing one or the other

o~-’{’~”~hof these f~~tor-s.’-,Thusthe purely empiric,a,l,,method
..

hitherto employed is replaced by a reliable, much simpler and

cheaper method. The fact that the injection into the receiving



liquid takes place under conditions corresponding

those prevail ing in an engine, affords a guaranty
,-,

26

somewhat to

that the

method is suited not onlyfor comparing differently shaped noz-

zles, pumps, etc., but also has an a~osolute value, in that it

closely approximates tqneactual atomization processes. Since

~l~ltjen chiefly used cold compressed air in his experiments,

the conditions may have deviated somewhat from the actual condi-

t ions in a com’custion char.her,due to the fact that the mass of

the drops, injected at ;highvelocity i-ntothe hot combustion

air, is increased by t-hecondensation of vapor on their surface

or that their coefficient of resistant e is affected by heat ab-

sorption. As to how far this is really the case can be deter-

mined by substituting ‘notnitrogen for the cold compressed air

in the bomb.

With the det ermination of the.size of the fuel drops much

has ,alrea,dybeen accomplished since, on the ba,sisof the known

mass of the oil.drop and its outflow velocity (as computed from

the pump pressure), we can det ermine the length of its path,

as likewise its velocity in the combustion chamber, whereby we

must, however, assume that the mass and volurqe of the drop

have not changed much during its journey. Nevertheless, we

can always det ermine with sufficiet acc-~racy how far ‘from the
.~-----r.-...
nozzle the”com-bustibn chamber “1s swept. in this cal.culation

we must always consider in w’hatmanner the velocity” imparted to

each drop as it leaves,the nozzle is diminished under the in–
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fluence of the friction of the :iliT.
lnrl ‘,im-le the resistance at

Iowvelocities increases accord.ine to Stokes? formula in pro-.—.... .
~Qrtloll to the ~J~’lo~iby, it chan~~s at high velocities according

to Newtorlls la-w of rcsistance

the velocity and proportional

projection of the drop in,the

app T w i.mt e”1y as the squa,reof

to the density of the air and the

direction of motion. ~The upper

limit of Stokes: folyfiu~adepends on the Reynolds Numbery which

was det ermined fTom L~nb.ardh1s Cxperir:lel;tson the final V~lOC–

ity of freely fall-ingv~ter drops at P.= 50. For, fuel drops

l~~ithdiametcrs of about 30 v and a kinetic viscosity of the

air of v = 0.15 cm2/sec.,, We obtain the lower limiting velOc-

ity for the applicability of the quadratic law of resistance

at about 15 m (49.2 ft.)/see. The outflow velocity of the

fuel jet far cxcecds this fi~~re. Kuehnis calculations showed

that, under the assumption of a drop h~.yinga,diamct er of

30 w and.an ~.nitial.vc;!ocity of 250 m (820 ft.)/~ec., it would

still.have n velocity of 30 n (98.4 ft.)/see. after 0.00001

sec. “in compressed q,irat 32 atm. The distance traverscd dur-

ing this time is :?.tfirst 8 mn. After Q.0002.second, the ve–

locity has fallen to about ~~n (13.1 ft.)/see. (here Stokes’

law of resistance must al-ready apply) ~ and the distance has

increased to 16 mm (.63 in.) ● Tke result of this calculation
.. .. ,,.-..,,. .
is hardly affected by thtifact that Newton’ s law of resistance

does not apply in the vicinity of the velocity of sound, but

thmt changes in the resifitance,as already rnentioncd, tc!.ke

.
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olcmce according to other laws. On taking this fact into consid-

era.t ion, we co~~cto an interesting result, if, in vorking out
- .- . .....p ..
I the above-m eiltionedB&chner hypothesis, ~~re,givet’he jet a veloc-
I\
1~. ity greater than tb.evelocity of sound, in order for it to have
,/.,,
),

a high penetrating power with low resistar.cevalues. Although,
.:!

according to what has been said, an increase in the coeffici–

ent of resistance can -croduce no further atomization, it does,

,hovever, considerably affect the attai-nable distance of travel

of the drops, their deflection from the axis of the jet, and

their variation in volume through the absorption of heat. The

most favorable distribution of the atomized fuel jet would

thereby be imoved a little farther from the nozzle toward the

center of the combustion chanber and consequer.tly the conditions

for the formation of a h.omogenecus mixture would be improved.

If, according to the above investi~,tion, drops of 30P

diameter show such a.rapid Cieczeas.ein their initial speed,

the conditions will be s’~illless favorable for smaller drops,,,.,.
,,,,
!“

). a necessary requirement for high combustion speeds in vehicle
i,

i engines. This would mean that the very finest fuel drops,
.,
~..,

which are the best adapted in size for favorable combustion,~$
:$,
fq could not penetrate far enoug’h into the compressed air in the?$m],? .
;, combustion room, but would be mostly stopped near t’ne”nozzle.\t
:?
.?

T“hltiitiou~dresult-in the accumulation of.the d~ops near the
,“i
fy, nozzle, where t’nerewould not be enou~h oxygen for quick ‘conl-

bustion. If this condition does not actually occur in the de-
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scribed mass, it is due to the fact t’hatthe instituted consid–

erations were based on the inass of only one drop and the assump-

tion of an infinitely great mass of still air.

ever, we have to reckon with the kinetic energy

fuel j et, which imparts to tb.eair the momentum

thereby n~king it the bearer of the fuel spray.

In reality, how-

of the whole

of all the drops,
,

The energy of

the jet is imparted so much the better to the surrounding air,

the closer the fozm in which the jet enters the air and the

Smal-lerthe quantity of @ir, to which it riustimpart its veloc–

ity. The practical result of this argument for the construc~o.r

is therefore to conduct the fuel jet so that, in spite of the

finest atomization, the componat parts mill be held together

in as close a cone as possible, and that this cone can be util–

ized for acceler,atin.~or naiiltaining the desired air circula-

tion. It is inpossible to produce a perfect circulation

throughout the whole co~~bustion c’hamber, as in t’heair–inj ection

method, simply through the ki-netic energy of the fuel jet.

Entirely apart from the fact that, in air injection, there is

added to the mass of the fuel the not much smaller v?ass of the

i-njectionair, the latter is also great’lyaccelerated by its

expansion. In order to obtain a like energy of flow in airless

injection, pump pressur~would have to be employed which wculd
.. .. .

b e inultiples of those now’ custoiitity:”’TIRfiotildthen obtain an

extremely short injectioi~period and explosive combustion,

~,~hichWOUI~Lresult in overstres sing ‘thealready-highly stressed

driving qear.
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If the requisite energy for distributing the

can not be fiallyobtained fron the fuel jet; some

must be found’to replace the mixing-action of the

30

fuel drops

other may

air-injection

metilod. One.of these means has already been mentioned. It

consists in so conducting the atomization that, along with a

number of small drops$ a sufficient number of large drops will

be produced, which, due to their greater momentum; will pene-

trate far into the combustion chamber and propa@e the combus–

tion begun by the small drops. This method may be suitable for

stationary engines, although the production of drops of desired

diameter, penetrating power, etc., can be but very imperfectly

accomplished with the means now available. For high-speed ve-

hicle engines, however, any method which delays the combustion

process must be avoided as far as possible. This method will

therefore be employed only to a limited degree and more atten-

tion will be concentrated in the direction of imparting such a

motion to the combustion air as to make it the

fuel drops and thus distribute them throughout

chamb er. Even the first compressorless Diesel

the D&utz displacer” engines, had such a motion

bearer of the

the combustion

engines, namely,

of the com”ol~s-

tion air, whereby, however, more value was attached to the atom:

izing effect of the annular whirl than to the forced circula–

tio.nof.the air itself. ,,.Onlyo$ lat,e.has.pzoper attention been

given thisu,uestion and has the endeavor been made. so to direct

the combustion air that it can be perfectly regulated and

—...,mmm. — . . . . . , .-----—,, . ,, , ., ---
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b rough-t, at a calculated velocity, to the place

Here it is accelerated by the fuel jet, carries,,. .. _..,. .,..,.,..,,

31

of combustion.

away the fuel

drops during the combustion period, drives the combustion gases

ahead of it and furnishes fresh oxygen until the combustion “is

completed. The circumstance that, through the viol ent whirl-

ing of the air, more heat is imparted to the cylinder ~.7alls,
,

is unimportant, in view .ofthe fact that an increase in the

revolution speed of veliicle engines is of much mor: i.rflpcTtance

than any possible better utilization of the fuel through less

heat transmission.

In ign.ition-cham-r)erengines the distribution of the.fuel J

in the cylinder offers nc ,great difficulty. On the one hand, .

it is comparatively easy to distribute the fuel sufficiently

(especially when not too finely atomized) in the relatively

small ignition chamber- bn the other hand., the eff~ct of the

combustion gases~ whic”nare ?xpelled at a hi~h veiocity from

the ignition chambez into the cylinde~, i.sto a ce~tain degree

comparable with the effect of -~heinjection air. Lven when

(for example, in wide necks) the pressu,r:?d-ifftirencebetween

ignition chamber and cylinder is not ver-y ~;reat,the burning

gases will nevertheless undergo manifold changes in their direc-

tion of motioa on their way ‘to the ?~orl<ingcylinder. These
.. .... ,.
doubtless produc”e sufficient“turbulence ‘in-tihecombustion cham—

ber and,consequently a good distribution of the fuel in the

combustion air.
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The pkoductidn of the whirling motion f~f distributing

L the fuel ,isnot so,,,easyin mechanical-injection engines as in,,-,-., ..

ignition-chamber engines. It is clear that the shape of the.:,

combustion chamber greatly affects the strength, directiofiand

velocity of the air whirl. sought. All recent endeavors have,

therefore been in tiledirection of forcibly mixing the fuel

and combustion air by means of suitably shaped cylinder heads,

pistons and ingenious arrangements of the nozzles. A combina-i

tion of the annular–whirl method (Deutz–Brandis) with fine at-

omization was proposed by Bielefeld (Fig. 15). The fuel is in-

jected under high pressure at the dead center in the finest

state of atomization and is distributed by the air whirls,

which are purposely generated as shown by t’nearrows in the fig-

ure (flAutotechnik,ll1.925,No.13, p.26). The annular concave

shape of the cylinder cover and of the displacer head of the

piston generate a whirling motion of the air which is maintained

during the.whole combustion period. It is worthy of note that

in this construction the jet energy is not utilized to acceler–

ate the revolving ai~, but that the fuel injected through a cen-

tral nozzle in the form of a flat circular spray, strikes the
. .

i’ :, air nearly at right angles and is carried away by it. The

} Krupp”Diesel engine l~s a nozzle with several holes and guides[,
m. . . . .. . ..,}’!
$. the “combustion air, by means of a circu~a”r-tt”dire”ctor~!located

at. the inlet valve, in a circle around the cylinder axis (Fig.

16) . By m~asuring -the velocity of the circulating air ~rrent,:,’.
:@>.?i,.
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it was demonstrated that the most favorable combustion lay at

a certain definite air velocity (about 8.5 m/see. in the case
.,.. ., ,,

i-nvestigated). At this velocity, which, in order of magnitude,

agrees well with the values found by Hesselman in similar ex-

perime-nts, air molecules lying near the cylinder,wall describe

exactly a quarter circle. It may be assumed that the combus-
—

tion is the most favorable when the air charge during the injee-

tion period describes the exact angle at the center which is in-/.

eluded between two adjoining .jets from the mu~tiholed nozzle.

Fig. 17 is a picture of the nushroom piston head of the Krupp

Diesel engine at this favorable air velocity and plainly shows

the strong scattering of the flames by the direct”ed air flow.

(The light spots on the piston head are deposits of zinc oxide

due to keeping the fuel in galvanized-iron containers.) The

more lightly built compressorless Diesel engine of the MCA.N.

(“ltiaschinenfabrikAugsburg-N&rnberg, 1’) in which the fuel is in-

jected tangentially through two nozzles, likewise has a circu-

lar air flow and a disk-shaped combustion space (Fig. 18).

This engine has the advantage of leaving the c~linder cover

free from fixtures and enables the installation of such large

inlet a.ldoutlet valves as to supply good air charges even at

high revolution speeds. Above all, however, the kinetic energy

~“’’--”tlTe”fuelfj”ets”ets‘is’her-e’favorably utilized, Qecause the turn–
W*
,. ing moment of the injection enercgy efficiently su~orts the,.,

circular air flow. It is important for both nozzles, which are ~

.



supplied by one and the same pump, to have the same resistance...

This is accoapli.shed by equalizing the pipe resistances by

means of exchangeable perf orqted p’lates in the distribution

portion of the

engine made by

1 ikewise l~~orks

cylinder axis,

pressed in the

pipe. The high--speed two–stroke-cycle Diesel

the ‘f%nnoverische Waggonfa,brikt!(Fig. 19) ,

with a circular motion of the air around the

due to the fact that the air, -previously Colm.

crank case, is forced by a suitable disposition

of the overflow ports

direction. Since the

head (contrary to the

disturbance is caused

to enter the cylinder in a tangential

outlet valve is located in the cylinder

customary two-stroke arrangement ), no

in the spiral motion of the air by the

flow ener~y of the exhaust gases, so that the generated air

whirl apparently persists throughout t-hewhole duration of the

injection and combustion process. The fuel-,is injected toward

the cylinder axis through a nozzle located- in ‘theside of the

cylinder head.

In addition to the above-described devices, the patent

literature of recent years shows a large number of more or

less practical proposals for automatically directing the com-

bustion air. One idea recurs in many variations, nar~ely,the

guidance of the air column, driven by the piston toward the

combustion space, by the archlike shape of the cyliader cover
,. ... ,, . ..... . . ...

in such a way that its motio-n is reversed and given the same

direction as the fuel jet. Fig. 20 represents a solution pro–
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posed by myself, in which the conibustion spdce is divided into

two chambers, each having the shape of a para”ooloid of revolu–

*. tion. The nozzle openings are-located at about the foci of

the paraboloids. As to whether the expected resuli, naj~ely,a

good distribution of the drops (produced by air whirls at the

foci), will in fact cofileto pass can not be safely predicted,,

for the lack of experimental bases. The diminution of the a,ir

space to be swept by a nozzle, effected by dividing the combus–

tion space into two symme,tric~l chambers, may nevertheless

Drove to be a suitable :means for completely filling even larger

combustion chambers with fuel drops.

On account of the importance of the question reprding

effect of the shape of the combustion space on the strength,

direction and velocity of the desired air circulation, it

would be desirable to investigate thoroughly, by systematic

the

ex-

periments, the laws of this-whirling motion. In so far as the

air flow can not be made visible by srno7ke,powdered wood, etc~,

it might be advisable to measure with a Pi-tottube the air.ve-

locities in the compression chamber of an experimental engine

throughout the whole ‘cross section of the cylinder. It should

thus be possible, by the systematic testing--of the whole com-

pression’ space to “obtain, in a comparatively short time, a

clear picture of the air circulation.
m> .: .,.,..,_..,,.... ... . –,... .-,.

The complicated processes in the cylinder have been recent-

ly rendered accessible to direct visual observation. At the ‘



Junkers works in Dessau, the coml?ustionprocess in a co(tgre~sor–

less Diesel engine was “successfully photo~raphed, through a

quartz window in the cylinder head, by means of

(Fig. 21) . The pictures obtained (Figs. 2~-24)

the scattering of the flame under the influence

a stroboscope

plainly show

of the motion

of the air (which is circular in this case) . T~LefU11-1oad

pictures (Figs. 22–23) Were taken in point of timej very ‘near

the dead center and sl.o~tlt’after the begirinin~ of the igni–

tion. The relatively s~al.1amount of fuel already injected

was blown from the nozzle toward the right by t-necircularly

moving air”in the cylinder. The ignition had started at about

the tip of the fuel jet and had t~~embeen quickly propagated

backward to the noz%l.e (Tig. 22). ~~f+.er0.C)O05secondy the

flame had spread ~till.farther (Fi?. 23). On the other hand,

Fig. 24 shows the final.phase of a 1OW-speed combustion. The

correspondingly small 3.0w-speed flame had here already made

one complete revolution in the combustion air and had been sep-

arated into seve~al component flames (“~0 ~“ l“, ” octo’~er ~~,

1925, P-1372).

After the above detailed description of the injection and

combustion process, something should also be said regarding

the compression ratios suitab].e for vehicle engines, and on

the shape of the combustion line in the indicator diagram. It

is, of course, desirable to obtain a.diagram which shows the

great est possible area at low maximum and expar!sion final pres–

,, , , , ,,.,,, , ,, , , , , ,, ,,,,.,,,,.,, , ., .---. -,.-,.,.....-. --.---. —-. —---—-
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su~esj One way to do this, and which is best suited to the

nature of vehicle engines, is to reduce the work of compression
,...

to a minimum, thereby making it easier to start the engine,

~~~b.etherby hand, compressed air or electric motor. In opposi-

tion to this, however, is the need of a high compression tem–

perature for shortening the iUaition delay and guaranteeing the

ignition in a cold engine and at a low temperature of the in-

f~o~fing air. T\he compression telnperaturemust, of course, al-

ways be higher than the ignition temperature. For the correct

adjustment of the former, it is therefore necessary to know

the exact ignition temperature of the fuel to be

very recently, the ignition point was restricted

ature at which self–ignition occurs in a.uniform

used. Till

to the’temper-

current of

air or oxygen. Probabl’y the most accurate values obtained by

this method are the ones-given in Table IV, as determined by

Otto .AIt,with the Krupp ig-nition-point tester (see N.A.CO~.

Technical Memorandum lTo.281, – Combustion of Liquid Fuels in

Diesel Engine).

.>%* ., .... .... .

.——
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~~’ole Iv.

I~jition ~cints (°C) in ignition-point tester and in
.. .. ......—

Fuel oil

Kerosene
.

Gas oil

liexican
fuel oil

Paraffin
oil

Light tar
oil

Naphtha].en
oil

Anthracene
oil

Haltermann
oil

Vertical-
furnace
tar

In oxyger
stream in

V2A
crucible

255

2s2
270–279

275

276

240

326

~~5

425

471

465

-. —

In engine

385

323
369-378

350

3’75

332

434

610

550

605

597

Hydro–
carbon

E exan.e

I

1

Paraffin

I

Phenol

~Naphtha-
1ene

[

Anthra–
cene

Benzol

TOIUOI

Xylol

Cymol

In oxygen
stream in

V2A
crucible

283

246

590

557

493

570

563

530

445

38

engine.

In engine

383

340

744

705

630

722

713

647

574

The ignition temperatures given for the engine are all
. ,, ,.-. . .

. . ... . ,, ,_
p r?fba%i”y”too high, for ~he following reasons. AI.I previous in-

vestigations of the self–ignition temperatures are inadequate

because they were based on the assumption that the ignition
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point is a simple co-nception. The investigations by Tauss and

Scl-ml-te* demonst rated, hoivever, that the same oil has differ–

Gnt ignition points at different pressures and that these igni–

tion noints becol~e lover vith increasing pressure (that is,

with increasing air density) . In Fig. 25 the ignition points

of several fuels are plotted against the pressures . According

to the abova-nentioned investigations, the assumption that the

ignit ion temperature in the engine is about 100°C higher than

in the open ignition-noint tester can not be maiiltained. The

question as to whether the ignition point is affected by the

greater relative velocity between the air and fuel drops in

the combustion cha.mber of the eilginestill requires experimen-

tal elucidat ion. It is possible that the increased transfer-

ence of heat from the air to the fuel drops not only shorte-ns

the time required for ignition, but also lowers the ignition

temperature itself. In any case, however, the compression tem-

perature illUSt, on account of the ignition delay, be about 50°C

higher than the experimentally found ignition Points of the

fuels. The lowering of the compression temperature, due to

leaks (piston play in cold engine), must be accounted for by

a supplementary calculation-

On the basis of these assumptions, we can Pass to the cal-

culation of the coi:lpressionpressure, whereby it must be borne—.

*‘Ueber den Z:ndnunkt u-nilVerb Tennungsvorgang im Dieselmotor.’1
Mitt& il. Chem. i~s~., Techn. Rochschule, Karlsruhe, No.2, 1924=
See also N.A.C=A-. Technical Nemorancium No. 299.

,,,,,,,,,,,,-,,,,,,,,,(,, . ,.,, ,,, , ■l, , , - ■ .- .,,,, ,,, ,,,,... . .-.-,.----.-.,,....---.,,.-,-.-,-,-,--.-,.,-,,, . . . . . . . . —,.---.. -.,.., , -, .,. ..-, ,. , . . . . . . . . . , , .,,. --- .--.—-..
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in mind that a.v~b.icle en~ine shoUl~ be able to function undey

the most unf~vorable conditions If we assume that in vinter

it ~~7~sthe able to start at ail. ai~ ter.perature of -Io”c (lLj.OF)
,,,..,,-’.,..,,, .

and if we adopt. 300°C (i.e., the mean value between the ignition

t enpew.tures of Alt and of Tauss and Schulte) as the 10W~r li~~t

for the ignition temperature of pps oil, we then have, on the

assumption of adiabatic compression,

(6)

If m = 1.3 is chosen as tke exponent of the compression and

~ = 0.95 atm. as the initial pressure (for engines up to about

1200 R.P.M.), we have Pz .= 28 atmospheres.

If we consider ttwt the compression line approaches the

isotherm at low revolution speeds, due to the cooling effect of

the cylinder walls, ai~dthat, a:ooveall, the unavoidable piston

leaks, ,~,~llic~~are more unfavorabl e in the S:flallbores of veb.icle

than in larger engines, still further reduce the final cmmpres-

sion pressure, we will not then be inclined to go below the

calculated value. If, however, this genera,lly happens, it can

on].y‘oemade possible by not requiring the engine to start at

such.lQ.W,extcrnal.tcmp~re.tures,without -some special auxiliary

device and by limiting ourselves to calculating with air tempcr–

....—..—.. ——— ,...-— . . . . ..— —
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IOOC ( 50°F) . At lower temperatures, there–

forej the combustion air must be previously heated by electric-

ity, or tfi.estart must be made with the aid of a-n ig$iitic-n
-.-,

cart ridge or ea.sily infl.atm.lable p.ara.ffin.oils. The great effect
~

of .mreviously heatin,g the air is hhown by. the calculation, which,

at an inflowing–a..ir temperature of O°C (32°F) under the same

conditions ?4Sabove, -.qivesa final compres sion pressure of 24.9

a.-tm., or 20.7 a,tm.at 10°C (50°F).

In the warm running condition of the engine, the inflow

temperatures of the air increase .meatly and reach 80–90°C

a,t full load. In most cases a final compression pressure of

25 ati~.is regarded as sufficient to assure the starting of

the engine without a-nyspecial auxiliary device. We can so to

this extreme limit, because the cooling effect of the injec-

tion air is eliminated. At the small safety factor, the great–

eat possible tightness of the valves and pistons is a prereq–

uisite conclition.

The further functioning, after compression, depends en–

tirely on the method of introducing the fuel. The pressure

line of the indicator diagram will ascend, move horizontally,

or descend, according to “the ti-mingand duration of the injec-

t ion. Its shape is therefore chieflyam, .-@.,a..a&*-.,-... .

of the nozzle

injected very

center, there

or by the pump–pressure

quickly at about 40-%5°

is a.nexplosion similar

determined by the nature
........ . ...

diagram. If the fuel is

before the upper dead

to the one in a carburetor

II ,,,,, .— ..
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engine, as showr,by the pointed indicator diagrams. Injection

at 25–27° before the de_adcente~ pro.@uces, .on the other hand,

accordin~ to Heidelberg, a constant–pressure combustion. If

the mean pressure is not alllowed to fall below 5.5 atm., the

usual value for modern carburetor engines (a necessary condi–

tion for vehicle engines, due to spatial considerations), max-

imum pressures of about 80 atm. are produced in a purely ex–

plosive functioning. Such a pressure increase is impossible,

however, due,to the great stressing of the working parts and

the consequent necessary increase in their height. A constant-

pressure combustion, similar to that obtained by air injection,

is indeed easily attainable in compressorless Diesel engines,

but experiments have demonstrated that this form of the combus-

tion line is neither practical nor econo~lical. The slight ig-

nition delay, unavoidable in airless injection, can best be ac–

counted for by a short consta,nt–volume combustion, followed by

constant-pressure com.busti,on(Fig. 26). This kind of mixed

combustion, which occurs chiefly in engi-neswith mechanical

, injection, produces a maximum pressure of 45-50 atm., on the

assumption of a mean electric pressure of about 5.5 atm., and
I

a compression of 25 atm.

The maxinum pressure of the working diagram therefore de-
* ..... ... . ,,. ........

termines ‘the size of the connecting rods, while the dimensions

of the crank shaft are determined by the tangential–pressure

diagram. In a.connecting rod of circular cross section, the
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I

k
!.

j
diameter of the rod id proportional to the scjtiareof the maxi-

h.
~ mum pressure and its weight is directly proportional to the

.,,.,, ,,, .
5 pressure. These values throw”some iight on ‘th’eweight rela–
~j
/..k.
1

tions of a Diesel. vehicle engine in comparison with a carhu–
L.
~!,$
1$ retor engine and partially determine its stmcture. In com-

‘ .-
., pa.risen with an ordinary motor-truck engine with a final corrl-

pression pressure of 5.5 atm., an?la maximum combustion pres–
,,

sure of about 27 at-m.,we obtain, with a Diesel engine Qf like

mean pressure and like revolution speed, an increase of about

60% in the weight of the connecting rods and of about 35% for

the crank shaft. Dr. W, Riehm, in his lecture on “High-Speed

Diesel Engines for Vehicles, ‘t*deliveredbefore the Association

of German Xngineers at Augsburg, in 1925, gives considerably

smaller values for the increase in the weight of these parts.

His assum@ion that the diameter of the connecting rods (having

a perfectly round cross section) should be proportional to the

fourth root of the maximum pressure, is based, however, simply
,1,,

on their resistance to buckling and not on their admissible

compressive stress. In the dimensioning of the other engine

parts, the increasing of the combustion pressure does not neces–

sitate so great weight increases, because the pistons, cylin-

ders, crank cases, etc., have more than sufficient strength,

for reasons pertaining to thecasting and finishing. . The fuel

pumps, which take the place of the magnetos and carburetors,

*llSchnella.ufendeDieselmotoren f~r Fahrzeuge,’1 published in
IIV.D.I.,11Auwst 29> 1925, pp. 1125-1131. .
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are about twice as heavy as those parts, so that, all in all,

a Diesel engine weighs 30-35$ more than a carburetor engine of
,,. -, .,.,,.,.

the same power and revolution speed. “’

There is hardly anything to be said on the structure of

vehicle Diesel engines, since it is fully based on modern car–

buretor engiiles. Of course the different operating conditions

necessitate corresponding modifications in the various engine

parts. Since,the reliability of the ignition depends largely

on the final compression.pressure, much attention should be

given to making the valves and piston as tight as possible.

While “the fol~er can be protected from harmful heat stresses

by the use of suitable.material and by cooling the valve seats,

the piston, in addition to stronger dimeilsioning of the piston

head and piston pin, can be made longer and be provided with

a greater number of ri-ngs. The use of light--metal pistons is

not desirable, at least so long as there is no Iiar,?lful‘heat

S,CCUmUlati O?3 with cast-iron pistons. The piston play, which “o

must be rather .lar.gewith ,aluminum, on account of t’nehigh

coefficient of heat expansion, expresses itself, in a cold en–

gine, in leaks which may impair the starting ability. Moreover,

the larger dimensioning of the piston pin and the a,void~.nccof

inadmissible surface nressures in the piston-nin bearings in-
/

vol.ve certain structural d.ifficulties. ~~

The fact that, ~Lueto irregularities in the pump, faulty

atoi~ization, etc., misfires occur and that subsequently ,the

d ,.
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~:~eeo~l~~st~orlof ~re~ter que,ntities Of fuel with excessive

pressure increase can follow-, raises the question of :qrovicling

a safet~~val?refor every cylinder. Xntirely aside from the

fact, ho~~~ever,that there is seldom room enough for such a

valve in the cylinder cover, I believe that the danger of a

sudden strong pressure increase, wb.ich could be disastrous for

the engine, s;loul~not he over–rated, because t-hecondensed,

unburned fuel in the cylinder i~ouldbe only slightly consumed

in a subsequent ignition, while most of it would pass unburned

into the exhaaust.

The im-gossibility of cranking the engine against the full

compression -~ressure necessitates the use of reduction gearing.

It is ~eiler~-~-lycustomary to raise the startinq valve either

by a,special lever or, better, by the axial shifting of a cm

shaft orovided !Trithauxiiiary cafl.s. If these auxiliary c~ms

are conical, the valves in starting can be

plet cly opene6;at +-II. The energy stored

in starting under diminished pressure .t-nen

partially or com-

up in the flywheel

facilitates throw-

ing tb.eeilgineinto gear agaiilst the full compression pres-

sure. The compressed-air method of starting, customarY I’rith

stationary engines, can at most be used only on such motor

vehicles as carry compressed-air cylinders for special reasons,.. . . .... ..-

such as for air brakes and ,gearsb.ifting. Since PLn electric

generator is essential dila modern motor vehicle, the engine
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is generally started by a rather large starting motor. Pro–

vision must also be made for starting by hand in an emergen–

Cy. (To be followed by Part III.)

Translation ‘cyDwight M. Miner,
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronaut ics.’

, ..
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g.12 Combustionspace

B
1~ of a Krupp mkch-
\ anlcal injectionengine

with mushroompiston head,

I

A
Fig.11 M.A,N,

‘4 ptston
b

enginewith concave
head.
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‘ig.13 Combustionspaceof the Falk oil

engine,similarto Price type,
:—,.—.- .--,-.— ‘WI
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I
1

,,.lTo”zzlewith 3 iloles of 0.5mm diameter. i

(Jet ang”le90°.
4
1

:: ,,k
—- —- Nbzzle with 1 hole of 2mm diameter..

. . .

.

:.”+

=71 HP.
= 62 HP ‘
=52HP

Go 100 140 180 220 260 300
Injection pressure, atm.

A = Constancy rangebof three–hole nozzle.
13= Constancy range cf one–hole nozzle.

Fi~.14 Constancy.of various nozzles
(accordin? to Heidelberg. )

.

Fig.16 Airflow director
engine of Krupp.

‘~’
and fuel jets ii~the Diesel

— I
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Figs.18 & 20

,, —

. . ..

Fig.18 Airflow directors and fuel jets in the M.A.N. station- ,
ary Diesel engine. <;

A(“- —> ,,

., ..., .. . ,,. ,
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, ., ./,.,,,,
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Fig.20 Combustion space proposed byHausfelder:
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Fig .21 Junkers apparatusfor ,
photographingthe I
combustionprocess.

Fig.22 3.3° before Flg,23 1.7° before .
dead oenter dead OentI$r

40
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Fig .19 DieOel :
engine

of Hannover
‘Haggonfabrik.
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Fig.24 15° after
dead oenter

F@.22J23 & 24 Flame picitures
(Junkers) .!RI_ -. -.
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1 Paraffine

2 Kerosene

30

0

Fig’s.25 & 26

3 Gas oil 6 Cyliilder oil
4 Lubricating oil
5 GaSOline 7 Benzol

200 600

Fig.25 Ignition t.eimperaturesplotte~ agaiiistpressures.
(Ta.ussaild, Schulte}

.,. ,

Fig.26 Normal indicator diagram of an airless-injection
Diesel engine.
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Plate I (Air Injection).Com&e6sion-pressure,30atm.

a) pe =75 at
drn=4,37~

a) “ pe-=30at
dm = 17,5.fL

e),
dm = 4,5p

Cow-milkoream

f) pe=i50at
dm =13,75 P

Airless injeotionwith
dispersingnozzle.

1 -. . -–. .
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Plate_II (Airless injection).-CompressionpreE$fWeD30atmo

g) pe=300aI
dm= 4,37 p

k) Pe=100at
dn, = 33,7511

———,’
i j) ,pe=150at
,. *dm = 26,25 p

. .

:1)’ pe = 50 ai
dnl = 40 p

-,.s
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